
Well, hello there! It’s lovely to meet you! I canít wait for you 
to see and experience all the designs - both for clients and 
myself - that I consider my best. All the work featured here 
embodies what I believe to be the best of what I do and can 
offer to you! So this first section is about me and why I do 
what I do! 
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My specific style is feminine yet elegant, with both hand-lettered 
elements and clean, open designs. Logo design, company branding, as 
well as invitation design both flourish in the application of my design 

style. I also enjoy designing for a digital space and thinking about how a 
person may interact with the design.

My favorite thing is to get to the end of a project with a client, and they 
are so happy because the logo for their new business is exactly what 
they pictured in their mind. Or a bride getting so excited about her 

wedding invitations. Or someone buys one of my stickers and loves it so 
much they stick it on their car. 

Bottom line...I love to see people happy. 

I believe design can play such a significant role in people’s lives - 
whether itís a birth announcement for a new baby or a logo redesign for 
a family-owned business - that you need a designer who will celebrate 

right alongside you.

I graduated from Louisiana Tech University in August 2014 with a 
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Communication Design. Since graduating, I have 
spent time mastering and collecting new skills and growing my love and 

appreciation for art and design.

Illustrator & InDesign

Working from Home

Digital Graphics

Branding

Basic Lightroom &
Photoshop

Brainstorming

Time Management

Working Inside Brand 
Guidelines

Procreate

Digital Platform Design

Web Design

Character Illustration

Marketing

Photography

Advanced Photoshop

Web Design & UI/UX

Procreate

Video Editing

Corel Draw

Typography

Vintage Wine Labels

Spell Check

Travel Planning

Calendars

Emerald Green

Vintage Stores

Italian Food

Gilmore Girls

Disney Everything

Disney everything! I am a 90ís kid 
and grew up during the Disney 
Renaissance, so I have Disney 

running through my veins. This 
photo of me was taken in Epcot 

at Walt Disney World.

Tim and I bought this 2002 Blue 
Astro van and are converting it 
into a camper. We love going to 
national parks and being able to 
have everything you need in one 

vehicle.

I married the best guy ever, Tim, in 
April 2016. This photo is from our 
honeymoon in Seattle. Fun fact - 
planning our honeymoon was the 

best part of our engagement.

Hi! I’m Martha Hartwell Tate!

Speed Round

I ’M GREAT AT I ’M GOOD AT FAVORITE THINGS

Skills & Things



LAYOUT
This category is a selection of projects I’ve worked on that 
have a lot of words or more than three pages of content that 
need to be laid out in one cohesive document. Larger scale 
ìlayoutî projects can be daunting. They take a higher level of 
planning and guidelines to create so that all the content can 
fit comfortably and look great. The examples I have included 
are a planner and resume layouts. Other layout projects I have 
included (but don’t have photos of) are recruitment materials, 
orientation booklets for my alma mater, an annual report for 
a local church, and a self-help workbook for a therapist she 
created herself. 



Resumes are an employer’s first impression of you - even before they meet you face to face. That is why I think it is 
imperative to have a well designed resume and not just a word document with all your work experience, skills, contact, 
and references piled up for people to wade through. A resume should be effortless to look at and easy to read. Most 
resumes look like a vast block of text nobody wants to read. I also believe that it should reference something about your 
personality. I have a questionnaire I send to anyone I design a resume for to get to know them a little better so I can 
incorporate their unique personality into their impressive resume. Well designed resumes can also help set an applicate 
apart. If everyone else has a plain-Jane resume and you have an easy to read, colorful resume, which one do you think 
your future employer will look at longer?



Let me start by saying this not so much 
an “Instruction manual” as it is a list of 
suggestions. The main purpose of this 
“planner” is for you to use it for whatever 
you need it for. This planner/bullet journal/
tracker was born out of the frustration of 
having to keep up with so many planners/
bullet journals/trackers. Why do I four 
apps, 2 planners, and notebook and half 
for tracking things? Why can’t everything 
be in one spot, dang-it!? If you feel the 

same way, then is the answer to your 
prayers! This versatile and customizable 
planner is monochromatic so it’s not 
distracting - but it also means you can 
color code the crap out of this thing (if 
that’s how you organize things). Now you 
can have your meal planning, bible study, 
fitness journal, health tracker and blog, 
project, or business planner all in one 
place! Happy Paper Planning!

This page is unlabeled for a reason so 
you can use it for whatever you think you 
need to track this year.
      • Write your goals out for the year
      • Keep track of your bills every month
      • Use it as a free space to doodle

These two go hand-in-hand and it is also 
unlabeled so you can use however you 
need to. The idea is that you would reflect 
on the year, however,
      • You could also use it for a notes page
      • Write a synopsis of the books 
         you’re reading
      • Plan out your gifts for the holidays
      • Track your savings or debt pay off

h o w  t o  u s e  t h i s

f o r  t h e  y e a r

t h i s  y e a r

Planner

Goals

in Review

I feel like the monthly dashboard can 
make or break a planner. So, here’s one 
you can organize in a way that makes 
sense to you!

   N o t e s
      • Use it for notes
      • Or for a grocery list
      • Or for your monthly budget 

   G o a l s
      • Use it for your top three goals 
         for the month
      • Or use it for the three movies you 
         want to see
       • Or use it to start writing your novel
       • Or to plan social media posts 
       • Or reflect on your favorite moments 
          from the month

   C a l e n d a r
       • Pretty self explanatory, use it like 
         “normal people” do
       • Or use it to track moon cycles 
       • Or when you need to water you 
          plants

N o t e s  (I don’t know if you’ve noticed, 
   but I love me some notes)

D a i l y  S c h e d u l e
   • Broken up (ever so faintly) into 
      three sections for Morning, 
      Afternoon, & Evening

T h r e e  F o c u s  P o i n t s
   • Use it for the three most important 
      things you need to get done that day
   • Or use it to meal plan
   • Or for social media posts for the day

G r i d d e d  T r a c k e r
   This space is to track things on a 
   weekly basis that you are wanting to 
   keep up with like, 
      • Your verse of the day
      • Or money spent each day
      • Or how much water your drinking
      • Or your mood 

m o n t h ly

S c h e d u l e

Dashboard

Weekly

Thursday
Friday

Saturday
Sunday

Sunday
Monday

Tuesday
Wednesday

Thursday
Friday

Saturday

Notes Monday Tuesday Wednesday

I tell people that being a designer is the best 
and worst thing that has ever happened to 

me. I love laying out complex publications and 
falling in love with each glyph of a new font I 

just discovered. The other side is the headache 
from a poster with comic sans or looking for a 

planner that fits my needs. 

In this digital age of shared iCals and event 
reminders, I still need to write everything 
down, or I will forget. However, finding a 

planner that is not only a detailed calendar but 
also a bullet journal, content calendar, meal 
planner, or finance tracker that isn’t overly 

distracting. Well, I had pretty much given up 
looking until I remembered one crucial thing 
- I can make my own! And so the Everything 

Planner was born. 

The pages included here are the first two 
pages of the planner explaining that this 

planner can be anything and everything you 
need it to be. I finally had a planner that did 

everything I needed, so I didn’t have to carry 
around separate calendars and journals any 

longer. This version of the Everything Planner 
is currently undated, so you can pick it up 

and start using it no matter where in the year 
you are, but I will soon have a 12 month dated 

planner.



During the lockdown of 2020, I rekindled my 
love for reading. And after acquiring quite a 

few physical books, I wanted to have a way to 
catalog my thoughts and takeaways from each. 

And so, my love of books and reading created 
this Book Review Printable Bundle - four pages 

to document the magical journey you take 
every time you open a book.

The first page included in the bundle is the 
Book Review page itself. Originally designed 

in a half-sheet format, I intended to have it 
printed, filled in, and placed inside the front 
cover of the finished book to catalog all the 

important deals of the book.

I also included a page of Book Predictions. It is 
always fun to guess what will happen and even 

more fun to see if they actually occur. While 
the Reading Notes and Reading Log pages 
are pretty self-explanatory, I did want them 
to match the look and feel of the other two 

included pages. 

Recently, I joined a book club, and we have 
been using this bundle to track our reading 

progress, book predictions, and questions we 
want to discuss the next time we meet. 



BRANDING &

A brand is the beating heart of a business’s personality. Without 
it, the company comes off as lifeless. A combination of letters 
and shapes can convey so much about a company. My love of 
working with small businesses has brought me in contact with 
many incredible companies that I love. Working on a brand 
is one of the most intimate interactions you can have with a 
business because you have to get down to the company’s 
soul and figure out what makes it tick. However, in this digital 
age, there is no way not to have some sort of online presence. 
Included are examples of branding, logos, and designing for a 
digital space I have worked on.

DIGITAL



This local business grew from a 
seasonal farmers market booth to the 

garden emporium we know today. 
The Ruston Arboretum was started 

by a husband and wife team who just 
loved plants. After propagating a few 
varieties of philodendrons and snake 

plants to sell in their small booth at 
the farmers market where they soon 

became market regulars. Branching out 
into more house plants and gardening 

accessories, their inventory became too 
large for their small booth to contain. 

They felt more equipped to expand 
their products even further by buying 
an old house on the outskirts of town 

and converting it into a greenhouse 
and shop. And with expansion comes 
a need to build out more of a brand. I 
wanted the brand to have a laid back 

vibe that this couple so effortlessly 
embodies. Discussing the color palette 
was simple since the product decided 

it for us. They needed to make the 
website an information gold mine so 

their new and returning customers 
could find answers to their questions 

without leaving their garden.



I love planning trips! I read travel guides like other people 
read novels. So, researching is the first step when I start 

planning a trip. Searching Pinterest, zooming in and out on 
Google maps, and researching how busy a place is at any 

given time. But it is so annoying having to use multiple apps 
to keep track of all the places I want to visit. However, once 
I have arrived at my destination, I never know busy it will be 

until I get there. Then I have to put each location into my 
maps app. Once I have left a place, I often forget to leave a 

review or post a location tagged post to my favorite socials. 
Let’s Go was designed with all this in mind - for those world 
travelers who depend on their phones to plan and navigate 

trips. Having a place to research, save, and populate the best 
route to every location, tell in real time how busy an area is, 

then remind me to review or post would be a huge help.

Individual places can be added to Trips which will then add 
a pin to your map. Multiple Trips can be viewed on your 

profile, where you can also see a list of your previous reviews 
and social media posts. Each Trip has settings where places 

can be added or deleted, Trips made public or private, 
and whether the Trip stays visible on your home map. 

Everywhere you can see a Place, whether on the map or 
saved to a Trip, it is shown in real time how busy that Place 
is based on the color of the map pin or Place tile in a saved 

Trip.

While this app is geared towards those comfortable with 
how mobile maps work and the functionality of making 

detailed changes on settings pages, this is not a social media 
app. While your favorite social media apps can be linked, 
and “Travel Buddies” can be added to individual trips so 

that they may add their places. This is not an app to gain 
followers or promote anything.

Login 

Search

For full user journey, transitions, and 
animations, please visit my website 
at hartwelltate.com/portfolio.

UI kit included on next page.

Home Map

Search Results

Navigation

Detailed Location

Saved Trips

Arrival

Profile

Trip Details

Departure Prompt

Profile Settings

Trip Settings

Trip Prompt





The Renaissance Plan is a blog started on the 40th 
birthday of a friend of mine. The blog is where he 
explores the ìdown hill slopî as he calls it and writes 
about different projects he’s doing to ìmake the 
best of his time left. The name alone was enough 
inspiration, but he didn’t want anything that da 
Vinci’s “Vitruvian Man directly influenced.” I agreed 
but still had to see how I could incorporate it 
somehow. The final mark was something that only 
true da Vinci fans would spot as the Renaissance 
Man.

As someone who can trace her family history 
back to the 1500s - I jumped at the opportunity 

to design a modern coat of arms for a new family. 
In researching names for their new son, Victoria 
and Bobby renewed their love of genealogy and 

wanted a family crest that brought their two 
families together into one mark.

Happy Paper Studios was born out of a need 
to make things. The company’s motto is 

“Happy Products for a Happy Life,” and that’s 
something I could get behind. In addition, the 
vintage inspired typeface brought a timeless 

quality to the logo that it lacked before.

Some logos take time to build and finesse, while 
others come before I leave the initial meeting - 
this was one such logo. After being approached 
by a church in my hometown to design a logo 
for their grade-school department, I knew 
exactly the elements I would include. I kept 
the illustration style organic and playful while 
incorporating diversity - showing that all are 
welcome no matter what.

While I’ve worked with realtors before, this 
one was special. After years at a job he hated, 
my uncle ventured out and found a career 
he absolutely loved. Planning for the future, I 
designed a mark that could be used as a parent 
logo lending itself to growth within the brand. He 
insisted that the logo be simple and easy to read 
in all sizes, from business cards to yard signs to 
sponsorship banners.

Bridal fairs have become a great way for brides 
to find vendors that match their aesthetic and 

for vendors to get in front of brides to show 
all they have to offer. And what better way to 

add to the experience than adding a fun theme 
walking tour of venues with signature cocktails 

at each stop. So when designing this mark, I 
tried to channel all my experience designing 

wedding invitations to bring in the delicate and 
trendy elements that brides love.



INVITATION &
WEDDING SUITE
Invitations are how I got my start because there is always 
something that needs an invitation. Birthday parties, baby 
showers, and graduation invitations were some of the first 
projects I ever worked on as a graphic designer. Then my 
best friend got engaged and asked me to design her wedding 
invitation - and I was hooked. Working with her is what inspired 
me to start my own business. There is no better feeling than 
watching a bride open a box of her dream wedding invitations 
and getting tears in her eyes. 



THE CAST
THE GROOM’S FAMILY

 Father & Mother - Michael & Saundra Tate
 Brother-in-law & Sister-  Jacob & Ashley Moss
Paternal Grandparents - Melvin & Theresa Tate
Paternal Grandparents - David & Charlotte Friar

Maternal Grandparents - Wayne & Yvonne Cooper

THE BRIDE’S FAMILY
Father & Mother - David & JoAnn Hartwell

Sister - Abigail Hartwell
Brother - Jon Hartwell

Paternal Great-Grandmother - Maxine Stoelting
Paternal Grandmother - Carol Hartwell
Maternal Grandmother - JoAnn Castine

CHILDHOOD PASTORS
Bro. Connie Smith - Fellowship Baptist Church
Pastor Ray Holman - Bethal Assembly of God

USHERS
Tony Castine                          Jacob Moss
Jon Hartwell                           Kyle Friar

GROOMSMEN
Stephen Speight

Matt Orr
Robert May

RING BEARER
Cullen Ward - escorted by 

Jeremy Ward

BRIDESMAIDS
Abigail Hartwell
Hillary Savage
Allison Vestal

FLOWER GIRL
Chloe Speight - escorted by 

Heidi Speight

An engagement ring from the 1920s, a ceremony in a restored theatre, and 
the rich color of emerald green all planned my wedding for me. The theme 

was vintage elegance, and while I married in the spring, my wedding was more 
suited for winter in a posh city. So I wanted the invitation to reflect that. Using 
corner accents found on the floor at the theatre we got married at, to utilizing 

the vintage inspired typefaces of Lust Italic and Futura. The suite consisted 
of a gold foiled invitation (pictured here), a ceremony details card, a wedding 

website, table numbers, and a program. The program was designed to look like 
a Playbill to reference the location of the ceremony.

Elopement announcements are some of my favorite things to design. After 
foregoing the hustle and bustle of a traditional wedding, Tom and Lily 
decided to wed at the first place they traveled to together - Arches National 
Park. Inviting only their parents and best friends (his married them and herís 
did the photography), they wed at sunset overlooking the beautiful expanse 
of their favorite place in the world. I incorporated an arch to mirror the one 
they were married under and the earthy colors. Juxtaposing the landscape’s 
organic shapes with the announcement’s geometric shapes.



This couple identifies themselves as 
adventure seekers - both are travel 

photographers as well as travel writers. 
They met while on assignment in Chile 

they started a whirlwind “old school 
movie” kind of romance - falling in love 
in some of the most far flung places on 

Earth. Charles proposed while they were 
on a spontaneous trip to Paris, and while 
Amelia said it was clique, she also could 

not deny how incredibly romantic it was. 
Going home to Shreveport, Louisiana, 
they were married on New Year’s Day 
with only their immediate family and 

very best friends. Their reception was 
a timeless and elegant theme with 
only black and white used for their 

color scheme. A compass, the classic 
“high fashion” Pistilli and Gotham were 

the only elements the minimal couple 
wanted for their wedding suite. The 

suite consisted of an announcement/
invitation, RSVP card, menu, table 

numbers, and luggage tags that were 
given as favors for the guests.



Plant mama turned boy mom needed a baby 
shower invitation to celebrate the transition.

A fun and colorful baby shower celebrating a 
sweet baby girl and her parents.



ILLUSTRATION

I love drawing letters. And ampersands. At one time, I 
considered getting a Masters in “Glyph Creation.” My favorite 
time period for text styling is definitely the 60s & 70s, and they 
influence most of my illustration work. My favorite piece to date 
is an illustration where my main objective was to see what it 
would look like if Farrah Fawcett’s hair were a font. Most of the 
following works are pet projects and not for a client. This will 
give a glimpse into what I like to work on in my free time.



Home is where the heart is (and where ya mama’s gumbo recipe is). My heart is 
planted in the Boot State; no matter where I go, that will never change. One of my 

first sticker designs but still one of my favorites.

“What would Farrah Fawcett’s hair look like if it were a font?”
That was the question I asked myself when I started this project, and I 

could see the final product in my head.

I take any chance I have to remind my loved ones how awesome they are. The design for 
this sticker came to me as a way to remind everyone that they are made of magic. The 

holographic material was a perfect partner to the witchy design.



In this current climate, it’s hard to feel strong and in charge of 
your life as a woman. So I made this sticker as a visual reminder 

that I am a Lady Boss, and no one can change that. That love 
wins over hate. That empowered women empower other women. 

That community over competition helps build up other lady 
bosses. And that’s what this world needs - women with strong, 

caring hearts and intelligent, willful heads.

One of my favorite illustrations that I turned into a sticker 
is 100% inspired by my husband, and I’s pet project. We 

are converting a 2002 blue Astro van into a camper van so 
we can pursue our one true love - travel. Visiting a national 
park and knowing you have everything you need to camp 

with you is so comforting. 

There is almost no other place in the world I love more than a 
Disney Park. I have had the great pleasure of visiting several times, 
and every time it transports me back to visiting for the first time. 

Yet, I still cry whenever I see the fireworks at the end of a long day 
of character meet & greets, riding the classic dark rides, and eating 

anything that’s Mickey shaped. This illustration was made on my 
latest trip to Disney Worldís Magic Kingdom while I was sitting 

outside Caseyís Corner eating and people watching. 



My love of adventure inspired this illustration! This past fall, I had the great pleasure of 
accompanying my best friend to Big Bend National Park to witness her marriage. My 

husband and I drove the 13 hours and camped in our camper van, and it will be one 
of my favorite trips for a long time! This shirt is the perfect accomplice on your next 

adventure! A big thank you to my hubby for modeling it for me.

As a major Marvel fan, I find it hard to find subtle merchandise. So I loved 
working on this design (originally a tattoo for my sister) based on the show 
Loki. After doing a little research, I found that carnations, anemones, and 
dahlias are associated with the God of Mischief, so they had to be included. I 
love how the holographic material really made this design shine.



My time designing gift bags gave me quite the 
opportunity to stretch my illustration muscles. 
While most of the designs the Bags Team sent 
to production used premade art collections, 
these showcased here are entirely illustrated 
by me. 

Using Procreate on my iPad as my primary 
illustration tool, I drew and then digitized each 
element of these designs. A large majority of 
the type was hand lettered by me as well.

These bags include the accompanying gusset 
(the smaller side panel of the bag).



IN CLOSING

I know this is longer than the “typical” portfolio and has way 
more to read, so thank you for taking the time to make it this 
far! To really get a feel for a logo or illustration, it’s important to 
understand where they came from. I can’t wait to hear from you 
and help with all the work and projects you and your company 
are involved in!




